
Collaboration made 
easy by Virtual Reality
Virtual reality offers a wide range of opportunities in the 
industry. The Virtual Dutch Men focuses on the backbone 
of industry including complex multidisciplinary and 
international product development. Through inefficient 
communication and consultation, project teams nowadays 
easily exceed their budget and delay the agreed deadline. 
By incorporating virtual reality our main goal is to eliminate 
waste and inefficiency. The only way to achieve this is by 
implementing virtual reality at low costs and making it easily 
accessible.

NEW!

We have the solution to easily adopt and integrate 
virtual reality in prototyping, development and
engineering processes. Our solution facilitates 
industrial parties to configure their existing 3D 
files into a fully fledged virtual reality experience. 
Virtual reality can be as simple as plug and play!

Plug and 
play Virtual 
Reality

SIMPLE

Expectations don’t 
match reality
Designing complex and 
large installations require 
full size previews to best 
match client expectations

Inefficient 
communication
Current engineering 
tools don’t facilitate clear 
communication and 
collaboration

Project delays & 
crossed budgets
Inefficient design & 
engineering processes 
causes project delays and 
budget exceeds

Too much  
paperwork
Lots of documentation 
about specifications and 
functions are required to 
explain the machine



Explore your design.
Making collaboration easy and tangible. 
Quickly discover improvements. 
An amazing solution for remote clients 

Your VR experience is just 
mouse clicks away. Ideal for 
multidisciplinary teams.
Drag and drop any 3D file  
in our platform. 

We are  
The Virtual Dutch Men
We are The Virtual Dutch Men, one of the world’s leading partners 
in virtual reality innovations with high impact. Our goal is to 
accelerate the adoption of virtual reality in the industry. We are 
delivering outstanding and easily accessible VR services, making 
virtual reality common practice in the industry. 

ABOUT US

references

Discover the possiblities for your project. Send us 
your 3D file and explore the possibities of Virtual 
Reality in practise.  info@virtualdutchmen.com

Make your 
engineering
tangible 

GET  IN TOUCH

The Virtual Dutch Men
Bongerd 4a
7642 DA Wierden
The Netherlands

VR as a service
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